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PPMG at Hallandale is ‘Old School
Medicine’ at its very finest
It’s no secret that the
healthcare that we receive today is nowhere
like it was 25 years ago.
Many of us have given
up trying to find a doctor
like we had back in the
day - when a trip to see
your physician was a
highlight. It was more
than being ill. You understood that when you left
the office, there were
people who cared, calling you and even coming
to your home, if necessary.
If you thought that
kind of patient-doctor relationship had been put
to rest, you have not visited PPMG at Hallandale.
This is definitely a throwback office to the days
when the patient came
first. It is one of the
largest privately-run facilities in South Florida.
From staying in touch
with patients and their
families - to making sure
that you have your medications, testing schedule
and appointments, this
facility is almost too good
to be true.
“The way I learned
from my decades of patient care, is you treat
everyone like you want to
be treated, never cutting
corners,” said Dr. David
Neuman,
who
has
served as one of South
Florida’s top internists for
nearly 30 years. “There
is nothing we will not do
ensure all of our patients
are pleased by the total
care they are receiving.”
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PPGMG at Hallandale
has perfected health
care. Whether it’s at their
Delray Beach office, or
right here in Hallandale
Beach, the objective is to
make your experience a
positive one - at a time
when you need to rest
and relax - the last thing
you need is aggravation.
When it comes to primary care, the importance
has
been
magnified throughout the
years. With insurances,
medicaid, medicare and
being able to assist with
making appointment with
specialist, having someone you can count on is
not only important. It is
indeed vital!
Lauren Roscoe is
Board Certified in Family
Practice. As an advanced registered nurse
practitioner, she has
been
around
and
watched it all. That’s why
- along with Dr. Neuman

- she has been able to
bring patients the kind of
health care that we have
been missing.
“The rewarding thing
for me, obviously, is to
see all of our patients improve and get better as
quickly as possible,”
Roscoe explained. “I believe the thing that is
missing from patient care
is that personal touch.
Lets face it, when we are
not feeling well, we want
things to be easier - and
that is definitely what
sets us apart.”
For Neuman, a second generation Holocaust
survivor,
his
understanding of people
in general has provided a
great working relationship through the years.
That is what helped him
to open some eyes to the
fact that health care didn’t have to be an assembly line. It could do very
well operating the way

many grew up with.

EVERYTHING
YOU NEED
PPMG at Hallandale’s
philosophy focuses on
quality care, results, outcome driven and a patient-centered design.
Their belief is to deliver
the best preventive medicine, acute care, and
chronic condition management
in
South
Florida.
From primary care to
on-site labs, flu shots, radiology, allergy testing
and cosmetic procedures
(Botox
and
Dermal
Fillers) and even transportation, the total experience continues.
“It’s a 24/7 deal with
our patients,” Roscoe
said. “We have added
that old school element
to make them feel like
they can count on us away from the office as
well.”
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Roscoe also deals
with nutrition, which is a
huge element for any patient, but certainly important to those in their 60s,
70s and 80s, who need
to balance their diets to
keep up with their medications.
“You wouldn’t think
that there would be a
weight
management

problem when you get
older, but there is - and
we address that as well,”
she pointed out.

INSURANCE
Dr Neuman's Office
accepts Humana and
most major health plans
from insurance carriers,
including Medicare Advantage plans..

PPMG at Hallandale
954-454-9055
2100 East Hallandale Beach Blvd., Suite 307
Hallandale Beach, Fl.
Website: ppcarehallandale.com.

Dr. David Neuman. M.D. - Board Certified In Internal Medicine; top Internest
Dr. David Neuman is Board Certified in Internal
Medicine and the proud recipient of the International
Association of Healthcare Professionals’ prestigious
“Leading Physician of the World and Top Internist”.
His areas of expertise include diabetes, osteoporosis, hypertension, and cardiac disease.
He has served as one of South Florida’s top internists and a world renowned leader in the practice
specialty since 1991. In addition, Dr. Neuman is an
officially authorized Designated Civil Surgeon by the
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. As a Designated Civil Surgeon, he is among the select few
physicians in the country who are authorized to perform immigration medical examinations on behalf of
the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services within
the U.S.
He is particularly interested in the application of
new medical technologies in improving patient outcomes and the role of physical activity as a healthy
lifestyle choice. His interest in innovative technologies is evident throughout the offices of PPMG at Hal-

landale where state-of-the-art technologies are expertly utilized by the entire staff to enhance the patient experience while delivering the highest possible
quality medical care available today. When he’s not
helping patients, he follows his own medical advice
about healthy lifestyle choices as an avid golfer and
tennis player.
He completed his internship and residency at
Brooklyn Hospital Center in New York City. He has
served with distinction as the President of the American Diabetes Association for the Boca Raton /Delray
Beach Chapter as well as on the Governing Board of
the Pinecrest Rehabilitation, and he serves on the
Advisory Board of Agate Medical Technologies. He is
also a member of both the American Medical Association and the Palm Beach County Medical Society. In
addition to the many honors bestowed upon him and
active memberships in the leading medical organizations, Dr. Neuman has spent over a decade as an investigator in numerous clinical trials for prominent
drug studies.

Lauren Roscoe - DNP, ARNP FNP-BC - Board Certified In Family Practice
Board certified in Family Practice, Lauren
Roscoe is an advanced registered nurse practitioner licensed by the state of Florida to provide
healthcare to patients of all ages. Ms. Roscoe completed her undergraduate training at Carlow University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and received her
Masters of Science in Nursing and Doctorate of
Nursing Practice degrees from Florida Atlantic University.
With over six years of acute-care and surgical
step-down nursing experience, including local contributions at Delray Medical Center and Holy Cross
Hospital, Ms. Roscoe has developed an advanced
set of assessment, treatment, and clinical skills.
Prior to her work experiences in South Florida, she
acquired essential professional skills at hospitals

part of the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
and the Children’s Home of Pittsburgh.
The combination of her advanced clinical education and experience provide a strong foundation for
the kind of approach to patients that Ms. Roscoe
feels is critical to good health care-holistic care that
considers not only the physical aspects of illness,
but the emotional, cultural and spiritual aspects as
well. Beyond management of common and complex
health care problems, Ms. Roscoe’s scope of practice includes women’s health exams, pediatric wellness exams and wound care management. In
addition, she is certified by the American Academy
of Procedural Medicine to perform minor in office
procedures such as Botox, Dermal Fillers and nonspinal joint injections.

